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In the literature several methods for nuclear fuel loading optimization were proposed. They 

include but are not restricted to linear programming [1], heuristics methods (simulated 

annealing [2], tabu search [3], neural networks and genetic algorithms [4]), nonlinear 

optimization [5] and cellular automata [6]. The nuclear fuel loading optimization system 

Athena is designed primarily for loading optimization in WWER-type reactors but can be 

used for any reactor zone. The system can design a loading with any possible type of zone 

symmetry. The system is based on a combination of two approches: the first one uses the 

physical solver as a black box (a kind of black box optimization) and second one uses 

identification of the reactor core behaviour by a system of (nonlinear algebraic) equations 

which are successively optimized directly. The reason is that solving the model obtained by 

identification is fast and accurate for getting very good estimates of a suitable loading and 

the physical solver can compute a given loading with the highest possible accuracy (using a 

longer time of computation). A part of the black box approach is based on an adaptation of 

the theory of combinatorial landscapes (see [7]). As far as we know this is the first attempt 

to solve the loading design problem based on a combinatorial theory. The approach is based 

on finding a suitable topology for the solution space under considerations. In the talk we 

will present a necessary physical background, suitable mathematical methods for the 

problem under consideration and connections to spectral graph theory. References [1] 
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